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ACTIVITY TITLE:  Health Care

AIM OF THE ACTIVITY:  Boost vocabulary related to health and disease. Work speaking, listening and writing 
skills.  
ESTIMATED DURATION: 60-80 minutes session (split at will) 
MATERIALS NEEDED:   Copies of the attached documents for students and video projector.  
ATTACHED DOCUMENTS: Let’s talk about heath 1 and 2 / Health in Britain 
SUGGESTED LEVEL:  B2

!
PROCEDURE !!
1.- LET’S TALK ABOUTH HEALTH (15 min) /Speaking 
Teacher hands in the vocabulary sheet and  discusses with students the questions in the Let’s talk about 
health sheet.  !
2.- DEFINITION GAME (15 to 45 min….teacher may decide how long he wants to play) /Writing 
Students have to make up definitions of the following unknown words related to health and write them in 
identical sheets of paper. Teacher collects the definitions and includes the correct one in the lot. Then he reads 
out the definitions and students vote for the one they think is correct.  Each definition gets a point for each 
vote and there’s also a point for those who choose the correct definition. The winner is the students who gets 
the more points.  !
3.- CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE WORDS?  (10-15 min) /Speaking 
Students discuss with the help of the teacher the difference between the words and try to put them in 
sentences.  !
4.- HEALTH IN BRITAIN (20 min) / Listening-Speaking.  
Students watch the video in the link and try to answer the questions. It’s advisable to read the questions with 
the students before watching the video.  Watch the video twice and stop if necessary. Then check answers and 
compare Heath in Britain with Health in the students country.  !!!
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Bruise CastScar

Crutches

First Aid 
Kit

Sling To Faint Plaster

Blood 
donor

Stitches BlisterSurgery



1.- What are the main cause s of bruise s?  
2.- Do you have any scar? What was the cause? 
3.- Have you ever broken a bone? What happened? Did you ge t i t in cast? For how 
long? 
4.- Do you have a f irst aid k i t at home? Why/Why not? 
5.- Have you ever  needed a sl ing? 
6.- Have you ever used crutche s? What was the problem? 
7.- Have you ever fainted? What was the cause? 
8.- What do you usual ly use plasters for? 
9.- Are you a blood donor? Why /Why not? 
10.- Have you ever needed surgery? Where you scared? 
11.- Why do bl is ters appear? Do you have any remedy for them? 
12.- Have you ever needed st i tche s? 

!
DEFINITION GAME 

!
Wart (noun) 

Tonsillitis (noun) 

Measles (noun) 

Splinter (noun) 

I.C.U. (noun) 

Outbreak (noun) 

Rush (noun) 

Sprain (noun) 

G.P. (noun) 

To prescribe (verb) 

Stretcher (noun) 

Overweight (adjective) !

Can you explain the 
difference between 
these words? 

!!
Pain  
Hurt 
Injure 
Ache 
Cure 
Treat 
Heal 
!

Let’s talk about health…



!

HEALTH IN BRITAIN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRXTomXYTno!

Watch the video about the health care system in Britain and answer these 

questions: 

!
1.-What does G.P. stand for? ______________________________________ 

2.-How many G.P’s are there in Britain? ______________________________ 

3.-How many of them are women? ___________________________________ 

4.-How many patients does a G.P. have approximately? __________________ 

5.-What do you have to do with your prescription? ______________________ 

6.-Do you have to pay to see a doctor in Britain? _______________________ 

7.-Do you have to pay total cost of the medicines? _____________________ 

8.-What kind of people get medicines for free? _________________________ 

9.-What does N.H.S stand for? _____________________________________ 

10.-What does the N.H.S do? ______________________________________ 

11.-When did the N.H.S start? _____________________________________ 

12.-What is the difference between the N.H.S. now and in the past? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

13.-What are the most important diseases in Britain? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

14.-How many people work in the N.H.S.? _____________________________ 

15.-How much does the N.H.S cost a year? ___________________________ 

16.-Can you name any changes in the diet of British people? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

17.- How long does a British man live on average? and women? 

_______________________________________________________________
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